Abstract-This paper uses the combination of information and class separability as a new evaluation criterion for hyperspectral imagery. Moreover, the correlation between bands is used as a constraint condition. The differential evolution algorithm is adopted during the search of optimal band combination. In addition, the game theory is introduced into the band selection to coordinate the potential conflict of searching the optimal band combination using information and class separability these two evaluation criteria. The experimental results show that the proposed method is effective.
INTRODUCTION
Hyperspectral image can record the power of electromagnetic wave from the reflection, absorption and radiation of some region [1] . It usually contains dozens of or even hundreds of spectral bands, and the whole image can be seen as an image cube. Although hyperspectral image can provide the rich spectral information for the application of remote sensing, it also brings the difficulty in the analysis and processing of data because of a large amount of redundant information. Therefore, it is necessary to reduce the dimensions of hyperspectral image.
Band selection is an important method of dimension reduction of hyperspectral image. At present, band selection methods mainly use information or class separability as an evaluation criterion.
Liang Ge et al adopted mutual information as an evaluation criterion and then select the bands of center of classes as the optimal band combination [2] . Xuesong Liu et al proposed an unsupervised band selection method where the K-L divergence is applied to represent the information [3] . Padma S et al adopted Jeffries Matusita distance to select band combination [4] .
Chenming Li et al searched the optimal band combination with particle swarm optimization based on Bhattacharyya distance. The above band selection methods all adopted the single criterion to evaluate good or bad of the chosen band combination. For example, when the information is used as an evaluation criterion, the selected band combination has a large amount of information. But the statistical distance between target classes may not be the largest, that is, the class separability may not be best. In like manner, when the class separability is used as an evaluation criterion, the information of the selected band combination may not be the optimal and therefore influence the accuracy of classification.
Gurram P and Kwon H proposed a band selection method based on coalition game theory [6] .
The method firstly partitions the whole bands into several band subsets and uses the shapely value of coalition game theory to compute the contribution degrees for classification of each band subset. Then the method selects the band subset by setting the threshold of contribution degree and uses the selected band subset to implement the dimension reduction of hyperspectral imagery.
Because the method traverses as far as possible all band subset, the computational cost is large.
Considered the one-sidedness for single evaluation criterion of band selection, some researchers proposed band selection method based on the comprehensive of multiple evaluation criteria.
Liguo Wang et al proposed the band selection method based on the weighted criteria of J-M distance and the optimal index factor [7] . Hongmin Gao et al adopted Choquet fuzzy integral to fuse the information, correlation between bands, and class separability for bands selection [8] .
Multi-criteria band selection can be seen as the optimal problem of multi-target, multiple evaluation criteria correspond to multiple target of optimization. Band selection is the optimal problem of band combination for searching for the optimum of multi-objective. The above multicriteria band selection methods adopt the basic strategy of transforming multi-objective into single objective and use search algorithm based on a single objective to search the optimal band combination.
However, the optimal problem of multi-objective differs from single-objective, it has a distinctive feature: one objective to be optimized possibly existing conflict with the other objective, that is, when one objective is optimized, the optimization of the other objective may be affected and can be degraded. Therefore, we can't adopt the strategy of optimization problem of a single objective for multi-objective. We can adopt some method to coordinate the conflict between multiobjectives and make them all obtain the optimal value [9] . The work in [10] , [11] , and [12] proposed the optimal problem of multi-objective based on game theory, where the idea of game theory is used to solve the optimization problem of multi-person and multi-object constraint and different objective functions, respectively. Inspired on the above work, this paper proposes the game theory to synchronize the information and class separability, where the correlation between bands is used to be constraint condition. In proposed method, the differential evolution algorithm is applied for searching the optimal band combination.
II. PROPOSED BAND SELECTION ALGORITHM
In this section, we briefly introduce the principle of game theory and differential evolution algorithm. Then, we give multi-criteria evolution function of band selection. Finally, the whole implementation steps of the proposed algorithm are given.
a. Briefly introduction to game theory
Game theory is the study of strategic decision making. It refers to one person choosing his/her strategy based on the strategy of other participant and finally winning or obtaining his/her maximization interest in a two or more persons equal game. The basic elements of game theory are composed of three basic components: players, set of strategies and utility function. The final aim of game theory is to make the game of multi-person reach a balance of profit. This paper takes band selection method based on synchronization of multi-criteria as an optimization problem of multi-objective. Because there exists conflict during the optimization of multi-object, the game theory is introduced into coordinate profit between multi-object to obtain the balance and finally find the optimal bands combination by making both the information and class separability optimal.
b. Briefly introduction to differential evolution (DE) algorithm DE is an evolutionary algorithm for solving the Chebyshev polynomial problem [13] . The implementation of DE algorithm includes the following four steps:
Step 1: Inialization operation
The operation randomly produces an initial population. Suppose
represent the individual k of population in the t-th iteration, and D represent the dimension of the problem of research. The value of X k (t) can be represented as follows:
where x kl (t) represents the value of l-th dimension of X k (t), L l and U l represent the upper and lower bound of x kl (t), and rand(L l ,U l ) returns a random value between L l and U l , whose distribution is uniform distribution.
Step 2: Variation operation
The operation produces a new variation of X k (t). Firstly, three different individuals of the current population, X r1 (t)、X r2 (t)、X r3 (t) , are picked up, and then the variant individual Y k (t) is produced according to the following equation:
where F represent the scale factor, whose value is in the range 0.1 to 1.
Step 3: Crossover operation
The aim of crossover operation is to make the current individual X k (t) and the variant individual Y k (t) crossover, and produce the diversity of population individual. We randomly produce an integer r ∈ [1,D], and then each dimension of individual vector can be operated as follows:
where x kl (t) represents the value of l-th dimension of X k (t), y kl (t) represents the value of l-th Step 4: Selection operation
The operation judge whether the result of the crossover operation can be selected to attend the next iterative evolution. It can judge whether intermediate individual superior to current individual based on the fitness function f and the selection operation can be represented as follows:
In the DE algorithm, a variation pattern can generally be expressed as DE/x/y/z, where x indicates the selection method of the base vector in the mutation operation, y indicates the number of difference vectors, and z refers to the crossover operation pattern. The variation pattern introduced here can be expressed as DE/rand/1/bin, where bin refers to the binomial crossover model.
c. Evaluation function
In this study, band selection is carried on based on information and class separability, and information entropy and Bhattacharyya distance are chosen as evaluation criteria.
(1) Information entropy
According to Shannon theory [14] , the entropy can represent information, which can reflect the degree of information. For hyperspectral image, suppose its data bit level is L bits, and then the information entropy of i-th band can be represented as follows:
where H(i) represent the information entropy of i-th band, i=1,2...,D, r represents the pixel value, P i (r) represents probability for gray value r of i-th band. In general, the greater the information entropy of image is, the more information it will contain. By computing the information entropy of hyperspectral image, we can choose the band combination whose information is greatest.
(2) Bhattacharyya distance between classes Bhattacharyya distance [15] (B distance) represent class separability, the larger B distance between two classes, the more separability between this two classes. B distance considers both one order statistical variant and two order statistical variant. B distance is the best measure between two classed in the high measure space. B distance can be represented as follows: 
d. Steps of band selection
From the perspective of synchronization of multiple evaluation criteria, we think band selection as the optimization problem of multi-objective. Because among multi-objective exist conflicts during the optimization, that is, the multiple objective can not reach optimization simultaneously.
In this study, the game theory is introduced into the optimization in order to coordinate multiobjective and make each objective obtain the optimization as far as possible. Intelligent search algorithms have been widely used in the band selection of hyperspectral image. And the DE algorithm is among those intelligent search algorithms, which has the following features: a simple structure, powerful global search ability and fast convergence. For the large number of bands of hyperspectral image, the study applies a binary DE search algorithm for band selection [16] . The concrete steps of the proposed method are as follows:
Step 1: Subspace division
The main features of hyperspectral image are the large number of bands, and high correlation and redundancy between neighbor bands. If band selection is faced with all bands, then some key local characteristic will lose, thus the chosen band combination may not helpful for classification.
The basic thinking of resolving above problem is that all bands are divided into several subspaces, and where band selection is implemented. There are many common sub-space division methods.
In this study, adaptive subspace decomposition (ASD) method based on correlation is adopted 
where x ik and x jk represent the k-th pixel of i-th and j-th bands of hyperspectral image respectively, n represents the total number of pixels in a band, and i x and j x represent the mean of i-th and jth band image.
Because the correlation between bands of hyperspectral image has the feature of block-division, thus the continuous bands with high correlation can be grouped into a subspace. Then, the band selection can be implemented in each subspace and the chosen bands can be combined to reduce the correlation between bands.
Step 2: Initialization of population Before searching the optimal band combination with DE algorithm, the initialization for population is needed. Suppose the number of individual is m, there are N subspaces based on
Step1. Then, M bands are chosen in each subspace, and N×M bands construct the band combination and seen as individual of population. Under the constraint of subspace division, randomly initialize m individuals.
Step 3: Construction of external set DE algorithm will find some elite solution of band combination during iterated searching. The elite solution is that corresponding information entropy and B distance of these band combinations are larger than other band combination. In this step, the external set is built to store these elite solutions which rejoin of the population to take part in an iterated search. The benefit of this operation is that band combination of elite solution and population of algorithm at current compete together to produce the next generation population and is helpful to keep good quality of population.
Step 4: Decision-making
Inspiration by the algorithm of [18] which adopted clone selection algorithm to resolve the optimization of preference multi-objective, this paper constructs a limited repeated game model based on target preference. In this study, we take information entropy and B distance as two Suppose information entropy and B distance of the whole population represent as (E 1 (t),E 2 (t),...,E m (t)) and (B 1 (t),B 2 (t),…,B m (t)), respectively, then the fitness matrix FITS(t) of the population at t-th iteration can be represented as:
Then, a utility matrix is built, which represent interest of other players from a strategy one player adopts. Utility matrix can be represented as
where u pq (t) represent benefit of the p-th player from the q-th player. The final object of each player is to search the maximization of interest. In the band selection, the maximum profit is to search the band combination with maximum information entropy or B distance.
At the beginning of game, player will probe to adopt some strategy, expect himself/herself and his/her opponent to possibly increase interest based on final strategic action. If other players' strategy action of previous stage makes his/her interest increase, then reward strategy is possibly chosen during the choice of strategy action of later stage. Otherwise, punishment strategy is chosen. Define the set of strategy S={s 1 ,s 2 }, and two players share one set of strategy, and s 1 represent reward, and s 2 represent punishment. We build a reward choice probability matrix M PR (t), which can be represented as: (10) where P pq (t) represent probability that the p-th player choosing the q-th player choosing reward strategy, correspondly, the probability of choosing a punishment strategy is 1-P pq (t). Player q can adjust reward choice matrix for p-th player based on his/her interest. If 0 ) ( 2 1 ) (
that is the final interest of player q from the strategy of player p is larger than that of strategy of player q, then player q will adjust M PR (t) matrix, furthermore, he/she will increase reward choice matrix P pq (t) for player p; otherwise, player q decrease P pq (t).
Based on the above definition, a preference weight matrix W(t) is built to embody each player's strategy action, which is represented as follows: (11) where w pq (t) represents the preference degree of player p for player q. If player p choose reward strategy for player q, then the value of w pq (t) will increase; otherwise, it will decrease.
Considering information entropy and B distance possibly differ great, we adopt normalization in order to prevent the information of little value flood by information of large value. We normalize the fitness value of each objective between 0 and 1. Therefore, the value of multi-objective fitness function for individual k of population on player p mapping fitness function F i k (t) can be represented as follows:
where E ' k (t) is normalization information entropy, and B ' k (t) is normalization B distance. After two players adopt strategy to finish a game, let mapping fitness function of two players do the selection operation of DE algorithm to produce subpopulation, and merge two subpopulations into the new population of next generation.
Step 5: Iteration of DE algorithm DE algorithm carries out variant, crossover and selection operations for subpopulation from the decision-making of the game to produce a new subpopulation. After two subpopulations merged, the non-dominated sorting and local search algorithm [19] is adopted to compute non-inferior level of the individual new population, the band combination whose non-inferior level is higher is elite band combination and join into the external set.
Step 6: Inspection of end condition Inspect whether the terminal condition is satisfied (for example, reaching the maximum iteration number), if terminal condition is satisfied the optimization stops and nondominant band combination of external set is outputted.
e. Implementation of the proposed method
The flowchart of proposed method is as follows:
(1) Preprocessing of original hyperspectral image, remove the disturbing band and preselect object type. Figure   1 is false color image composed by bands 50, 27 and 17. Figure 2 is the ground truth of object. b. Description of experimental data
We adopt adaptive subspace decomposition method based on correlation filtering for division of hyperspectral image. Matrix gray image of correlation coefficient (CC) is shown in Figure 3 . can see that hyperspectral image has distinctive block-division features, and therefore, the subspace can reasonably be divided according to the CC between bands and the hyperspectral bands further can be in groups. Because CC matrix is large, Table 2 only gives CC data for partly bands (N represents the number of band). Suppose the number of subspace after decomposition is 5, and the dimension and the bands contained of each subspace are shown in Table 3 . In this study, proposed method comprehensively considers three basic rules of band selection: information, class separability, and correlation between bands. In order to validate the proposed method effective, we compare the following band selection algorithms: information entropy based algorithm (IE), B distance based algorithm (BD) [5] , synchronization of information entropy and class separability algorithm (SIEBD). SVM is chosen classifier to test the classification of band reduction.
The relevant parameters of proposed method are set as follows: scale of population is 50; the dimension of individual of population is set to be D =10, which represents that randomly select 2 bands from 5 subspace (See Section 3.2) to construct 10 bands of band combination; the maximum iteration number is 50; the scale factor of DE algorithm is set to 0.6; the hybridization parameter is set to be 0.9; the variant model is set to be DE/rand/bin; RBF kernel is chosen in SVM classifier, and punishment parameter c and kernel parameter γ are chosen based on 5-fold cross validation (c = 16，γ= 2.2974).
Because more optimal solutions are obtained for multi-objective optimization problem, for each algorithm we extract 3 groups optimal combination solution for comparison. Table 4 shows the optimal band combination and the corresponding information entropy (B distance) and classification accuracy for each group of the compared algorithms.
From experimental results of IE and BD algorithms, it can be seen that much information entropy or B distance May not helpful for classification accuracy. This demonstrates that a single evaluation criterion has one-sidedness. The results of SIEBD differ little from BD algorithm, and this shows that strategy with transferring multi-objective into single-objective may not be good to resolve optimization problem of multi-objective. Experiments of proposed algorithm show that the information entropy and B distance of band combination are not both maximal value but the results after the game with a compromise. Classification accuracy of three groups of proposed are high than other three groups of IE, BD, and SIEBD algorithms according average accuracy and maximal accuracy, which shows that the proposed method can search an effective band combination for classification. Figure 4 shows the processing of game, where player B adopts B distance evaluation criterion and player E adopts information entropy, respectively. can search for him/her more optimal individual. In addition, player B per se searches the individual with larger B distance. In this case, each player thinks his own strategy is optimal, and therefore, the balance is obtained. For IE, BD, SIEBD and proposed algorithm, the classification results corresponding to the band combination with high class accuracy are shown in Figure 5 .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a new evaluation criterion for band selection for hyperspectral imagery. That is, the combination of information and class separability is used to be as a new evaluation criterion, at the same time, the correlation between bands is used as a constraint condition. Band selection of hyperspectral image is seen as multi-objective optimization problem. Differential evolution algorithm is used to search the band combination which can make multi-objective optimization. In addition, the game theory is introduced into the band selection to coordinate the potential conflict of multi-objective. The experimental results show that the proposed method can search better band combination than the methods based on the information, the methods based on class separability and the methods based on weighted information and class separability. The further optimization of the game theory in the band selection can be in the following two aspects:
(1) probability of choosing reward strategy; (2) the weight of preference.
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